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Three cases of large-amplitude, small spatial-scale interplanetary particle gradients observed by the anticoincidence shield (ACS)
aboard the INTEGRAL spacecraft in 2006 are investigated. The high data rates provided by the INTEGRAL ACS allow an
unprecedented ability to probe the fine structure ofGCRpropagation in the innerHeliosphere. For two of the three cases, calculating
perpendicular and parallel cosmic ray diffusion coefficients based on both field and particle data results in parallel diffusion
appearing to satisfy a convection gradient current balance, provided that themagnetic scattering of the particles can be described by
quasi-linear theory. In the third case, perpendicular diffusion seems to dominate. The likelihood of magnetic flux rope topologies
within solar ejecta affecting the local modulation is considered, and its importance in understanding the field-particle interaction
for the astrophysics of nonthermal particle phenomena is discussed.

1. Introduction

A Forbush Decrease (FD) is a global transient decrease in
Galactic Cosmic-Ray (GCR) intensity followed by a substan-
tially slower recovery. Since Scott Forbush’s discovery and
description of these phenomena in the late 1930s, FDs have
been put into context with increasing developments within
heliospheric physics. In particular, detailed observations of
coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and in situ observations of
the solar wind and energetic particles have greatly increased
understanding of the underlying physics of FDs (see review
articles by [1–3]).

This investigation focuses on small amplitude and high-
frequency variability in the GCR corresponding to timescales
less than a few hours, much shorter than that described by
the classical FD. However, small-amplitude, mHz variability
in the GCR is an experimental challenge in that very large
instrumental geometric factors are required in order to make
statistically significant measurements of the GCR in time
periods of a few minutes or less. Therefore, only a few of
these investigations can be found in the literature. Among
these studies, [4] establishes the existence of short-spatial-
scale GCR intensity gradients of a few percent amplitude

(at >200MeV energies) convecting with the solar wind past
the Earth, coincident with the observation of an FD. This
study correlates magnetic substructures within interplane-
tary CMEs (ICMEs) with short-scale intensity variations in
the GCR.The authors in [5] investigate four simple magnetic
field models for explaining short-term reductions in the
GCR intensity and associated energetic particle propagation
concluding that only a magnetic flux rope topology similar to
that found in magnetic cloud ICMEs provides the magnetic
conditions most likely to explain the overall depth of an FD.

Exploring the detailed relationship between particle
intensity and magnetic field variability within the substruc-
ture of solar wind transients exhibiting large, short-period
GCR fluctuations may yield new insight into energetic
particle propagation within the Heliosphere. The authors
of [6] originally derived energetic particle diffusion coeffi-
cients described by resonant wave scattering and field line
wandering under the quasi-linear approximation. However,
discrepancies of up to a factor four have been found by [7]
in a strong scattering regime. In an attempt to represent
observed conditions, the authors of [7] use coefficients
derived empirically from solar particle propagation studies
and numerical trajectory investigations in model solar wind
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fields. Computational models solve the transport equation
describing three-dimensional long-termGCRmodulation by
employing empirically justified diffusion coefficients, based
on the goodness of fit to the overall spatial, temporal, and
energy dependence of the modulation (e.g., [8]). However,
these approaches do not attempt to relate the coefficients
to in situ field data. A preferred method is the more direct
derivation of the radial coefficient by McDonald et al. [9],
who relate the radial gradient of the long-term modulation
to the convective term directly.

In Section 2 of this paper, we discuss the instrumentation
and data used in the analysis. In Section 3, we discuss the
observations, first focusing on the particle observations and
then focusing on solar wind observations and the connection
with solar wind transients. In Sections 4 and 5, we use
a version of the approach in [9] to estimate the diffusion
coefficients locally and then compare the result with the
prediction of quasi-linear theory. In Section 6, we present our
conclusions.

2. Particle and Field Data

Particle data for this investigation is obtained from the large-
area ACS of the SPI spectrometer mounted on the ESA
INTEGRAL gamma-ray satellite. With a 24 𝑅

𝐸
apogee, near

continuous GCR monitoring is achieved. SPI consists of an
array of 19 cooled Ge detectors, hexagonal in shape and of
side 3.2 cm and height 7 cm [10]. The ACS is comprised of 91
bismuth germinate blocks. Several types of signals are avail-
able for GCR monitoring. The highest energy signals include
the saturated counts of the ACS (ACSSAT) and the saturated
counts of theGe detector system (GEDSAT).Here “saturated”
means that the amplitude from the energy deposited in the
detector is sufficient to saturate the amplifier systems. The
ACSSAT threshold is ∼150MeV [11]. The GEDSAT signal has
an energy threshold of 200MeV (a consequence of the energy
required to penetrate the spacecraft shielding to reach the Ge
detectors and subsequently lose an additional 10MeV to the
Ge detectors) [12].

In addition to ACSSAT and GEDSAT, the system has
an ACS channel that counts all triggers in the system above
∼100 keV. Much higher counting rates occur in this ACS
channel because of the low-energy threshold. However, the
lower-energy threshold also means that there are events in
the run of the ACS data due to energetic magnetospheric
electrons. Lucikly, ACS counts due to magnetospheric elec-
trons have a spikey nature and time periods when they
occur are easily identified and removed or ignored. The
three INTEGRAL SPI channels, GEDSAT, ACSSAT, and
ACS, make omnidirectional measurements with a broad and
poorly known energy response. Since theGCR energy spectra
peak in the energy range of hundreds of MeV per nucleon,
this is not a serious issue. The compelling reason to use these
INTEGRAL data is the stunning statistics provided by the rel-
atively huge count rates that permit unprecedented temporal
resolution of temporal changes in the GCR [4]. Solar wind
magnetic field and plasma data are obtained from the MAG
and SWEPAM instruments aboard the ACE spacecraft.
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Figure 1: Five-minute sums of GEDSAT and ACSSAT count rates
are plotted for Orbit 427.
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Figure 2: Five-minute sums of GEDSAT and ACSSAT count rates
are plotted for Orbit 427.

3. Observations

3.1. GCR Study Intervals. Three periods of very rapid GCR
intensity decrease were selected from 2006 INTEGRAL data,
DOY 103 (orbit 427), DOY 117/118 (orbit 432), and DOY
1276/127 (orbit 435). Figure 1 compares the 5-minute sums
of the GEDSAT and ACSSAT count rates for orbit 427
showing excellent agreement including the fine structure.
The ACSSAT count rate is approximately twice that of the
GEDSAT. Figure 2 similarly compares the ACS and ACSSAT
rates. Excellent agreement is again found except for some
spikes we ascribe to magnetospheric-related events. The
orbits chosen for this analysis were selected based upon
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Figure 3: The data plotted in Figure 2 is replotted on expanded
scales. The small size of the 1𝜎 standard error bars reveals the
statistical significance of the GCR variations.

the striking short-term temporal changes in the GCR, and
in the solar wind plasma and magnetic field. However the
general tracking of the three channels lends confidence to the
integrity of the measurement of the rapid flux variation.

The amplitude of the FD in which the sudden drop seen
in both figures is encompassed is of magnitude ∼3%. The
extraordinarily large number of counts in 5-minute sums of
the ACS data provides a marvelous statistical accuracy to
the measurement of the GCR time history. Clearly many of
the wiggles and bumps are real. Figure 3 illustrates this last
point in more detail where conventional 1𝜎 error bars are
employed.

It has long been known that an FD has a similar time
history to the evolution of Dst during the time period of the
Forbush effect [13]. Sometimes they are nearly simultaneous
while at other times there is a significant delay as was seen
here (see Section 3.2 for more details on the Dst signature).
To compensate for this effect, in Figure 4, we show the
actual data for ACSSAT and Dst, while in Figure 5, Dst is
shifted 14 hours earlier. The fact that such a time shift brings
about a similarity in shape adds evidence for the convection
model for the GCR-solar plasma structure over a time scale
comparable to the duration of the rapid flux decrease studied.

Figure 6 plots the ACS data for orbit 427 along with the
magnitude of the interplanetary field recorded by ACE. The
field magnitude is seen to have increased abruptly at the
time of the FD and remained high until the ACS recovered.
This recovery did not return to pre-FD levels. (The spikes
in the ACS count rate in this interval are due to leakage of
magnetospheric electrons out of the radiation belts and can
be safely ignored for this analysis.) To add to our confidence
in the observed, rapid variability, we plot INTEGRAL in
comparison with the lower statistical accuracy McMurdo
neutron monitor data during the event in Figure 7.
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Figure 4: ACSSAT for Orbit 427 plotted with the time history of
Dst.
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Figure 5: ACSSAT for Orbit 427 plotted with the time history of Dst
shifted to earlier time by fourteen hours.

3.2. Connection with Transient Solar Events. Looking at the
solar wind data during this time shows the existence of
an ICME. The interplanetary magnetic field and plasma
conditions during a four-day period bracketing the ICME are
shown in Figure 8. The bottom panel of the figure shows the
ACS data. The transient spikes in the ACS data (occurring
around midday of DOY 104) occur at the trailing boundary
of the ICME indicated by the vertical lines. Note that the ACS
data has not been time shifted to correspond to the particle
signature observed at by ACE at the L1 Lagrangian point sev-
eral hundred Re sunward of the Earth.The region prior to the
ICME contains slow, cold plasma.The proton speed increases
near the leading edge of the ICME, which causes a compres-
sion region, but no shock exists. In passing, we comment that
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Figure 7: The ACS countrate is plotted with the countrate of the
McMurdo neutron monitor for the time period of Orbit 427.

there is evidence that a shock front cannot be the basic cause
of an FD. Close examination of the ICME reveals that the
leading edge corresponds to the leading edge of the FD, but a
simultaneous depression in Dst is not expected (see Figure 5)
due to the presence of a strong northward component of the
magnetic field (positive Bz) during the first half of the ICME.
The drop in Dst is expected to occur when the field turns
southward (negative Bz), which is some 12–15 hours after
CME onset, consistent with the Dst drop shown in Figure 5.

A faster, warmer region is observed just downstream of
the trailing ICME boundary. Taking a closer look at days
103 and 104 (04-13-06 and 04-14-06) shows some interesting
details in the electron heat flux and ACS data during the
period around the ICME. Inside the leading edge, sporadic

bidirectional electron heat flux persists through the end of
day 103, as shown in Figure 8.During this period, the heat flux
has intermittent regions of unidirectional and bidirectional
streaming indicating that the spacecraft is passing through
alternately open and closed magnetic field lines in rapid
succession. This changing topology may correspond to the
short-period oscillations in the ACS count rates. It is difficult
to assess the exact correspondence without first determining
the time delay from L1 (ACE) to the location of INTEGRAL.

At the beginning of day 104 (Figure 8), the electron heat
flux is primarily unidirectional but then switches to counter-
streaming near the trailing end of the ICME (marked with
a vertical line). It is also during this time that the plasma
temperature increases, although the proton speed remains
nearly constant. At the ICME trailing boundary, themagnetic
field reaches a minimum and the field turns northward.

Figure 9 plots the ACS count rate over the period
encompassing the three events studied, together with field
components and magnitude, solar wind speed, temperature
and density, and low-energy electron heat flux. The two
vertical bands in the figure mark periods when a simple flux
ropemodelmay be fitted.Thefirst is in good coincidencewith
the day 103 event but there is no simple rope configuration
fitting the day 117/118 (ICME 2) or day 126/127 (ICME 3)
events. At this stage, we are only able to say that the latter two
events coincide with complex transient magnetic structures
likely to exist over significant regions of space.

4. Derivation of the Quasi-Linear
Diffusion Coefficients

Themost basic derivation of the parallel diffusion coefficient
can be found in [14]. We will first outline their approach
because it both provides the most accessible expression to
estimate this coefficient and illustrates the problems in any
representation of the scattering in a realistic field model. The
work of [14] assumes that particles follow helical trajectories
along a nearly uniform field line, directed in the 𝑧 direction,
but suffer a series of small changes in pitch angle as they
encounter transverse wave packets where the spatial wave-
length of the wave along the field matches the projection
of the cyclotron radius along the field. A perturbing force
changes the parallel component of velocity and hence via
conservation of the first adiabatic invariant, the pitch angle,
depending on the spatial extent of the field perturbation.This
extent of the wave-particle resonance is estimated as being
within a spatial wave number range ±𝑘

||
/2 where 𝑘

||
= 𝜔
𝐵
/𝑣
||

for gyrofrequency 𝜔
𝐵
and particle velocity 𝑣

||
along field

B. Random pitch angle scatters summing to 90
∘ to achieve

“reflection” and evaluated for an average pitch angle lead
to a parallel diffusion coefficient, which we call the Kennel-
Petscheck estimate𝐾𝐾,𝑃

||
:

𝐾
𝐾,𝑃

||
=

𝑣𝑉𝐵
2

12𝜋𝑃 (𝑓)𝑓
2
, (1)

where the resonant frequency 𝑓 = 𝑘
||
𝑉/2𝜋 for wind velocity

𝑉 allows the particle gyration to match the spatial wave-
length, and 𝑃(𝑓) is the power in waves perpendicular to B
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Figure 8: Wind and ACE IMF, plasma, and electron strahl (165 eV) data for 04-13 through 04-14 2006. INTEGRAL ACS data (unshifted) is
shown in the bottom panel. The leading and trailing boundaries of the ICME are shown by vertical lines.

at 𝑓. The field model is known as a slab model where there is
no dependence on 𝑥 or 𝑦.

Even within the context of the assumption of transverse
waves, the 𝐾

𝐾,𝑃

||
model fails to account in detail for the

differing strength of scattering power at different pitch angles,
and therefore the result must depend on spectral slope.
Scattering at 90∘ is zero on themodel becausewave power falls
to zero at very large 𝑘

||
. A more general approach to finding

the parallel diffusion coefficient, allowing the effects of waves
and turbulence in three dimensions, starts with the Hall-
Sturrock relation usually employed in aweakly turbulent field
for the pitch angle diffusion coefficient𝐷

𝜇𝜇
where 𝜇 is cosine

of pitch angle:

𝐷
𝜇𝜇

(𝜇) = 𝑅𝑒∫

∞

0

𝑑𝜖⟨

𝑑𝜇 (𝑡)

𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝜇
⋆
(𝑡 + 𝜖)

𝑑𝑡

⟩ . (2)

Using the equation of motion for particles with unper-
turbed positions 𝑥 and 𝑦 with the mean field in 𝑧, the
quasilinear approximation which picks out the dominant
term perturbing the helical orbit leads to [15]

𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑡

=

𝑖𝜔
𝐵

2
0.5
𝐵
∘

((1 − 𝜇
2
)

0.5

)

× [𝛿𝐵
𝑅 (𝑥 (𝑡)) 𝑒

𝑖Φ
− 𝛿𝐵
𝐿 (𝑥 (𝑡)) 𝑒

−𝑖Φ
] ,

(3)

where Φ is phase angle. Left- and right-handed polarisation
is allowed for the wavelike parts of the perturbed field
components:

𝛿𝐵
𝐿
=

1

2
0.5

(𝛿𝐵
𝑥
+ 𝑖𝛿𝐵
𝑦
) ,

𝛿𝐵
𝑅
=

1

2
0.5

(𝛿𝐵
𝑥
− 𝑖𝛿𝐵
𝑦
) .

(4)

Various models are then chosen which define the per-
turbed fields via Fourier transforms representing the wave
motion or turbulent, convected field structure.The integral to
be performed in (2) picks out the resonance of the stationary
wave and convected structure patterns with the helical orbit.
Here we concentrate on the simplest or slab model which
attributes the perturbations toAlfvenwaves propagatingwith
𝑘 vectors parallel to the mean field which means that all
change is in 𝑥 or 𝑦. In [6], it was then found that

⟨(Δ𝜇)
2
⟩

Δ𝑡

=

(1 − 𝜇
2
)





𝜇




𝑣

𝑒
2
𝑉

𝑚
2
𝑐
2
𝑃
𝑥𝑥

(𝑓 =

𝑉𝜔
∘

2𝜋𝜇𝑣

) , (5)

where 𝑚 = 𝛾𝑚
∘
and 𝜔

∘
= 𝑒𝐵/𝑚𝑐, 𝛾 is the Lorenz factor, and

𝑃
𝑥𝑥

= 𝛿/𝑓
𝑛 is here the power in one perpendicular compo-

nent with 𝑓 running from −∞ to +∞. A parallel diffusion
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coefficient is then obtained by studying the relaxation of a
small anisotropy in pitch angle space and Hasselmann and
Wibberenz [16] obtain

𝐾
||
=

𝑣
2

2

∫

1

−1

[

[

∫

𝜇


0

1 − 𝜇
2

⟨(Δ𝜇)
2
⟩ /Δ𝑡

𝑑𝜇]

]

𝜇

𝑑𝜇

. (6)

Substituting (6) into (5) yields (e.g., [17])

𝐾
𝐻𝑊

||
= 𝑣
3−𝑛

𝑉
𝑛−1 𝐵

2

(2𝜋)
𝑛

𝜔
𝑛−2

∘

𝛿

1

(4 − 𝑛) (2 − 𝑛)

. (7)

The symbol 𝛿 is the coefficient arising from one of three
field components obtained in a Fourier transform, and it is
assumed that perpendicular power dominates power in the
field magnitude. Note that axial symmetry has been assumed
for the perturbation spectrum and also that the cyclotron
radius of the scattered particles lies in a range of spatial wave
frequencies which can be described by a single power law.
This assumption is satisfied by the particle andmagnetic data
used subsequently in this work.

Under the approximation that the power spectrum of
transverse fluctuations was proportional to 𝑓

−1, the author’s
result (6) leads to a𝐾

||
value which is close to (1) and has been

commonly used in the past.While values of 𝑛 ≈ 1.1 have been
found during disturbed periods, a Kolmogorov-like value of
5/3 is more usual.

Subsequent work, on 𝐾
||
, realised that the quasi-linear

theory employed did not produce scattering through 90
∘

pitch angles. However, Alfvenic waves propagating at a
variety of angles to themeanfield are found in the SolarWind,
and also compressional, longitudinal waves may provide 10%
of the fluctuation power. Moreover, rotational discontinuities
may occur several times in a CME. All these disturbances
can provide “mirroring” to particle propagation where the
pitch angle relative to the mean field is near 90

∘. Hence
the scattering mechanism at large pitch angles may be the
dominant influence on the rate of diffusion, and because
such corrections to quasi-linear theory tend to decrease 𝐾

||

(e.g., [18]), (7) could be treated as an upper limit [18], unless
most turbulence is purely Alfvenic with |B| preserved so that
scattering at large angle is only due to a small, compressive
component of the field turbulence. However, the authors of
[19] introduce a two-component field model, one describing
the slab approximation and the second an axisymmetric
power spectrum describing variations perpendicular to the
mean field. Different correlation lengths are introduced for
the two components. These workers compared the quasi-
linear result (QLT) and their two component model, based
on average solar wind conditions at 1 AU with the “Palmer
Consensus” mean free paths, as determined by a compilation
of determinations from particle propagation. They found
that a model with 90% of power corresponding to the slab
model gave 𝜆

||
in the ∼100MV range at the bottom of

the “Palmer” range while a model with 90% of the power
concentrated in perpendicular direction fluctuations laid a
factor three higher, at the top of the “Palmer” range. While
the results of [19] might encourage us to believe that our use

of QLT may be only a factor two to three in error, previous
numerical simulations by [7] appeared to confirm a series of
investigations suggesting a larger underestimate (e.g., [17]). In
[7], a field model was employed whereby each short segment
of particle trajectory experienced a field obtained from actual
𝐵 and 𝑉measurements as the wind flowed past a spacecraft.
An equilibrium pitch angle distribution was then set up by
numerically following particles within the field model after
injection and until removal at boundaries. The slope of the
distribution function in pitch angle space then gave 𝐷

𝜇𝜇
.

Solar particle propagation data used to deduce the spatial
diffusion coefficient came from a contemporary solar particle
event. The use of (7) gave an estimate a factor 8 less than that
derived from the particle data and a factor 4 less than that
obtained by the numerical model.

The approximation of (7) applies to an axisymmetric slab
model of transverse fluctuations with no net polarisation and
varying only parallel to the mean field, and we assume that
corrections due to a finite Alfven speed, as implied in the
equations of motion of [15], can be neglected because the
particles move close to 𝑐. Our subsequent use of (7), moti-
vated by the complexity of the subsequent approaches which
are beyond the scope of this paper, must be tempered by the
knowledge that it is very likely to only represent a lower limit.

Concerning perpendicular diffusion, we again start by
describing the well-known and easily accessible approxi-
mation, before mentioning analytical improvements to the
theory and computational approaches which will allow an
assessment of the error involved with the adopted equation.
Since particles of small Larmor radii compared with the
dominant scale of field fluctuations attempt to follow field
lines, it is not surprising that deviation from amean direction
is thought of as a combination of motion of guiding cen-
ters following wandering field lines and diffusive scattering
perpendicular to these lines. In [6], it was found that the
dominant cause for perpendicular diffusion lays in the power
at spatial frequencies of the turbulence approaching zero,
𝑃
𝑥𝑥
(𝑓 = 0), corresponding to the description of field line

wandering. Resonance scattering similar to that described in
the pitch angle case was found by Jokipii [6] to be relatively
small. The result given for the perpendicular displacement
⟨𝛿𝑥⟩ at cosine pitch angle 𝜇 was

⟨𝛿𝑥
2
⟩

𝛿𝑡

=

𝜇𝑣𝑉𝑃
𝑥𝑥

(𝑓 = 0)

𝐵
2

∘

. (8)

Later, Foreman et al. [20] reevaluated this result and quote

𝐾
⊥
= 4 × 10

20
(

𝑣

𝑐

) cm2, sec−1 (9)

for 𝑃
𝑥,𝑥

(𝑓 = 0) = 4 × 10
−6 Gauss2/Hz longitudinal power,

𝑉 = 4 × 10
7 cm/sec, and𝐵 = 4×10

−5 Gauss.We shall use (9),
scaled to fit the actual field and wind parameters, according
to (8).

Subsequent analytical work, especially [21], finds that the
interplay between parallel and perpendicular scattering can
suppress the perpendicular motion, for example, if the rever-
sal along the field allows the gyromotion to cause the particle
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to sample field lines closely similar to those encountered
before the scatter of parallel motion. Matthaeus et al. [21]
define 𝐾

⊥
according to the Taylor-Green-Kubo formulation

which in their case they write as

𝐾
𝑥𝑥

=

𝑎
2

𝐵
∘

∫

∞

0

𝑑𝑡

⟨𝑣
𝑧 (0) 𝑣𝑧 (𝑡


)⟩

× ⟨𝑏
𝑥 [𝑥 (0) , 0] 𝑏𝑥 [𝑥 (𝑡


) , 𝑡]⟩ .

(10)

It has been assumed that the relation between the per-
pendicular velocity and the perpendicular field perturbation,
assuming axial symmetry, is

𝑣
𝑥 (𝑡) =

𝑎𝑣
𝑧 (𝑡) 𝑏𝑥 [𝑥𝑚 (𝑡)]

𝐵
∘

, (11)

where 𝑥
𝑚
is a mean of the gyromotion. This formula clearly

describes motion following wandering field lines if 𝑎 = 1,
but in the work based on the approach outlined, a value 𝑎 =

1/3 is taken as fitting numerical simulations corresponding to
the analytical model adopted, and no theoretical justification
seems to be supplied as yet for the value of the constant.

The work of [22] is the most recent and general analytical
approach to finding𝐾

⊥
in a medium of arbitrary turbulence,

without the restrictions of, for example, the slab model or
the two component model mentioned before. His nonlinear
model leads to the following expression involving the power
spectrum with arbitrary propagation vector 𝑃

𝑥𝑥
(k):

𝐾
⊥
=

𝑎
2
𝑣
2

3𝐵
2

∘

∫𝑑
3
𝑘

𝑃
𝑥𝑥 (k)

𝐴 (k) + (4/3)𝐾⊥𝑘
2

⊥
+ 𝑣/𝜆

||

, (12)

where

𝐴 (k) =
(𝑣𝑘
||
)
2

3𝐾
⊥
𝑘
2

⊥

. (13)

Suppressing the effects of parallel scattering allows this
equation to tend to the field line wandering limit while
restricting the power spectra to slab and axisymmetric
perpendicular disturbance allows the results of [21] to be
recovered. In a 3D turbulence model, the interplay of parallel
and perpendicular effects is illustrated by considering the
terms after the integral sign.

An alternative approach to incorporating 3D turbulence
lies in computations similar to those described in [7]. The
authors of [23] suppress variability in one of the three
dimensions, so that B(𝑥,𝑦) is constant in 𝑧. Diffusion in
𝑧 due to field fluctuations in the 𝑥-𝑦 plane was measured
again by numerically tracking particles again in a steady-state
experiment while drift in 𝑧 was measured by following the
time evolution of the distribution function. The numerical
experiment had deliberately suppressed field line wandering
in 𝑧. The result was a 𝐾

⊥
of similar magnitude to the field

line wandering estimate. Net drift was consistent with the
combined effects of field gradient and curvature drifts due to
the 𝑥-𝑦 plane variability averaged over the one day sample
used, calculated on guiding center theory. Our conclusion is

that employment of (9) could result in approximately a factor
of two underestimate.

In applying the aforementioned expressions to field data,
we employ ACE 4-minute component averages, using 0.71 of
a day’s data for convenience relating to the Matlab algorithm
employed. We obtain the power in a typical perpendicular
component by doing fast Fourier transforms to find the
power in solar radial, tangential, and normal components
as a function of frequency and then finding the sum of
resolving each component in a direction perpendicular to
the mean field. Power laws are used to fit these summed
components. Field magnitudes are found from averages of
the 4-minute total field magnitudes because the particles are
actually attempting to follow the fluctuation field direction,
rather than the mean field over 0.71 of a day. Solar wind data
fromACE is used to determine themean flow velocity of each
selected period. Applying the aforementioned results to the
field/plasma data of DOY 103, 2006 and the pairs of DOY
117, 118 and 126, 127 yields for 200MeV protons the results
of Table 1. Here 𝜓 is the mean field-radial direction angle.
It is noteworthy that the perpendicular power spectra with
a negative slopes up to 1.7 are obtained, considerably steeper
than for the 𝑛 = 1 assumed in (1). Hence the scattering at
high pitch angles is less effective and 𝐾

𝐾,𝑃

||
is likely to be an

underestimate.

5. Diffusion Coefficients, the GCR Gradient,
and Short-Term Modulation

The maximum GCR drop in intensity during day 103 occurs
between 103.6 and 103.8 Assuming that this is due to spatial
convection of the feature, as is likely from previous studies
of such events [4], the radial spatial gradient of the ACSSAT
intensity is 3.43 × 10

−14/cm or 52 percent/AU, corresponding
to 200MeV GCR.

If we assume that a quasi-equilibrium is still maintained
between convective outflow, adiabatic energy loss, and diffu-
sive inflow,

𝐶𝑉𝑈 = − (𝐾
cr
||
cos2𝜒 + 𝐾

cr
⊥
sin2𝜒) 𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑟

, (14)

where 𝐶 is the Compton-Getting factor appropriate to the
differential number density spectrum, 𝑈, at 200MeV and
𝜒 is the field-radial direction angle. 𝐶 = 0.81 close to
the previous solar minimum, while 𝜒 = 68

∘ on average
during the interval of the rapid GCR decrease. We will
now separately investigate whether parallel or perpendicular
diffusion is the most important in maintaining the assumed
quasi-equilibriumwith small radial streaming by successively
ignoring each term on the right-hand side of the above.
Putting in values yields

𝐾
cr
||
= 8.4 × 10

21 cm2, sec−1,

𝐾
cr
⊥
= 1.4 × 10

21 cm2, sec−1.
(15)

Similar estimates are made for the other events, days
117/118 and 126/127. These cosmic-ray-derived diffusion coef-
ficients,𝐾cr

||
and𝐾cr

⊥
, are also entered in Table 1. For DOY 103,
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Table 1: Diffusion coefficients obtained from power spectra and particle gradients in cm2, sec−1.

DOY 103 DOY 117 DOY 118 DOY 126 DOY 127
𝐾
𝐾,𝑃

||
6.3 × 10

20
9.66 × 10

20
2.41 × 10

20
1.0 × 10

20
3.40 × 10

20

𝐾
𝐻,𝑊

||
5.5 × 10

21
9.39 × 10

21
2.8 × 10

21
1.7 × 10

21
1.99 × 10

21

𝐾
⊥

4.1 × 10
20

1.38 × 10
20

1.71 × 10
20

1.54 × 10
21

1.12 × 10
21

𝜓 68 24.8 45.5 75.8 45.7
𝐾

cr
||

8.4 × 10
21

1.1 × 10
21

2.19 × 10
21

3.73 × 10
22

7.13 × 10
21

𝐾
cr
⊥

1.4 × 10
21

5.17 × 10
21

2.15 × 10
21

2.39 × 10
21

6.79 × 10
21

and assuming the validity of the power spectral-based esti-
mates, neither the perpendicular diffusion value nor the
simple, 𝐾𝐾,𝑃

||
parallel diffusion case can satisfy the quasi-

equilibrium. However, because the field-based 𝐾
𝐻,𝑊

||
and

gradient-based, 𝐾cr
||

estimates are close, parallel diffusion
seems to satisfy quasi-equilibrium. For the event of days
117/118 parallel diffusion again seems to give a better agree-
ment between power spectrum calculated and gradient-
derived diffusion coefficients, especially as the major part
of the observed sharp decrease best corresponds to day
118 power spectral analysis. However for the event of days
126/127, perpendicular diffusion seems to give a little better
accord, especially as the major drop lies around the day
126/127 boundary. Note the high 𝜓 angle on day 126 which
might indicate the reason for the dominance of perpendicular
diffusion. On the other hand, previously noted, marked
discrepancy between quasi-linear theory and diffusion com-
putations based on actual field values may be in play here.

Inspection of Figure 8, Section 3.2, shows a rapid field
rotation at the time of the rapid decrease with radial com-
ponent going through zero and with the dominant field
component normal to the ecliptic in the event of day 103. It is
possible to imagine that nearer the sun the GCR intensity was
significantly reduced by a field configuration unfavourable to
radial diffusion. This allowed a new quasi-equilibrium to be
set up with inflow from a large angle to the ecliptic plane and
radial direction from some entry point at the boundary of
the traveling large magnetic disturbance.What we see during
the three events is the quasi-equilibrium expressed by (14)
as it is convected past the Earth. The short-term modulation
under consideration here is thus essentially due to a barrier
mechanism, because true radial diffusion is largely inhibited
during the events.

All three field components exhibit large changes but only
one event clearly fits a flux rope model. A bidirectional heat
flux persisting through to the end of day 103 has already been
noted. We have already discussed the flux rope as a suitable
GCR barrier [4, 5], although the detail of the proposed
mechanism is different here.

6. Conclusions

We have set out to demonstrate the likely validity of a model
for significant short-term reduction of the GCR intensity and
the use of this model to obtain information on energetic
particle diffusion. Approximate theoretical values of the
parallel and perpendicular diffusion coefficients have been

obtained appropriate to the actual field turbulence present
at the time of passage of three selected events. Reference to
previous analytical andMonteCarlo numerical studies taking
into account 2- or 3-dimensional field representations, not
present in the slab approximation of the adopted calculation
of the coefficients, allowed an assessment of errors in our
procedure to be made. A sufficiently satisfactory explanation
of the three events was provided by the idea of a quasi-
equilibrium field/particle structure being convected past the
Earth with a single, dominant mode of diffusive propagation,
either parallel or perpendicular to themean field of the event.
Reasonable self-consistency between diffusion coefficients
derived by particle gradient and analytic theorywas achieved.
Nevertheless, there is every reason to urge the application of
more comprehensive modeling, for example, by the methods
of [7, 19, 22], to better check the extent of this agreement.

Three-dimensional models of the overall heliospheric
modulation assume diffusive scattering varying smoothly
over large spatial scales with at most a dependence on
angle with respect to the solar equatorial plane. The relative
importance of this, near isotropic and homogeneous turbu-
lence model, compared with barrier effects discussed in this
work must depend on the abundance of flux rope magnetic
topologies within the solar wind.

In terms of the wider, astrophysical significance, the
method proposed here of using local particle conditions
to check diffusion coefficients with locally derived plasma
parameters seems unprecedented as a way of validating the
ability to model cosmic wave-particle interaction in a colli-
sionless regime. One only has to point to the extensive use
made of quasi-linear theory for the interaction in nonthermal
astrophysical shock modeling to appreciate the worth of the
investigation.
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